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1. What is safety education

     	      sports and games education

     	      risk management by the game master, teaching all school pupils

     	      when accident are unplanned occurences

     	--->> education given to learners in order for them to live an accident free life

2. Intramural programming must be subjected to continous evaluation and areas tobe 
reviewed include what

     	      records

     	      decision

     	--->> objectives

     	      communication

3. The types of sports and games organized within the school are known as what

     	      physical activities

     	--->> instramural

     	      physical education

     	      competition

4. What is a major factor in accident causation and safety education?

     	      indecision

     	      lack of communications

     	--->> ignorance

     	      health

5. Mention and example of pulling

     	      running
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     	      dancing

     	      400 metres

     	--->> wrestling

6. Define twisting

     	--->> it is the turning of a part of the body around while the legs firmly planted on 
the ground without changing direction

     	      it is when the body is moved towards another direction when standing on a 
spot/athletics

     	      when the trunk from erect position is bent forward and downward

     	      when the body are involved in a forceful circular motion

7. The importance or values of fundamental rhythmic activities includes

     	      they allow you to have sing

     	      they may not encourage or provide

     	--->> create joy and happiness

     	      they could be used to create fun and enjoyment

8. Mention an example of pushing

     	      dancing

     	      relay

     	--->> boxing

     	      running

9. One of the rhythmic activities is

     	      changing direction

     	--->> marching

     	      games

     	      athletics
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10. Mention one major aspect of safety education programme in the school

     	      elief

     	--->> industrial accident

     	      communication

     	      prevention
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